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This presentation
• Making markets work for the poor is a central development challenge
– In South Africa market participation is low;
– The usual routes into the market are constrained
– Making markets more inclusive is frustrated by our history and economic
structure

• Part of the response to this challenge will require the development of
the intermediary institutions needed to support market participation
– Two of the critical areas in which intermediaries are required are those that
• enable new land owners to use their land productively; and
• link small holder farmers to markets;

• In this presentation I hope to:
1)

2)
3)

Underscore the importance and difficulty of making markets work for the
poor
Draw attention to the need to build bridges (through intermediary
organisations) that make markets more accessible
Provide examples of business models that have the potential to enable
new land owners and small holder farmers to be more productive market
participants
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Market participation is low:
About one third of working age adults generate income in the private
sector
Approximately 12% generate an income from the state, either through employment or grants.
The balance (55%) do not generate an income from these sources
(they may have other income e.g. remittances)
Sector of work and Grant recipients
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Source: LFS 2010 Q1 persons database, GHS 2008 persons and workers databases
Note: Numbers are based on LFS population estimates, the percentage of people who receive grants is based on the GHS
Note: Some people may earn income from salaries and grants. These individuals are allocated to a salaried category only
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Market participation is low:
In total, around 300,000 housing units are completed or are under
construction each year. < 1:6 are provided through the market
State and private sector housing
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National Expenditure 2010)
* STATSSA 2009 estimates are not revised

Market participation is low:
Around 16% of South Africans have access to
medical insurance
Medical aid coverage
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Source: 7
Various GHS surveys, Council for medical schemes (CMS) annual reports
Note: * The value of 16% was calculated using the CMS figure for 2008 and the latest population estimate from StatsSA 49.991m.
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In SA Market participation is low:
The number of grant recipients has been growing steadily

Market participation is low:
By 2007 there were twice as many grant recipients as tax payers

Market participation is low
• Only 41% (12.8m) of the working age population (of
31.3m) is employed.
• About one third of working age adults generate an
income in the private sector (both formal and
informal)
• Over 15 million South Africans receive social grants.
In poorer areas over 50% of households rely on
grants.
• Four out five of families that get new houses each
year rely on state subsidised housing
• Less than 1 in five [16%] have access to private
medical insurance.
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The usual routes into the market are blocked
Bridges into the economy
Only 41% (12.8m) of the working age
population (of 31.3m) is employed.
A Job

The informal
sector

Small holder
agriculture

Stats SA

<15% employed in the informal
sector. Other parts of SSA > 50%
Altman 2008

Employment in informal
agriculture declined from 328 000
in 2005 to 88 000 in 2010
Eighty 20 2010

The level of SME development is low
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Making markets more inclusive faces
a Bermuda triangle of challenges
The Bermuda Triangle off the
coast of Florida is reputed
to create a vortex of
problems from which ships
and planes can’t escape
Apartheid space economy

Highly
integrated
markets

Structural
constraints
Poor education
and skills bas

Many enterprises in South
Africa run into a vortex
of structural problems
from which it is difficult
to escape

Making markets work for the poor is a central
development challenge
• If the challenge is to be confronted in South
Africa.
– Participation must be increased
– New bridges into the market must be built
– The constraints imposed by our history must be
overcome

• One of the keys to facing these challenges is to
find the intermediary business models that can
link the poor into markets.
– We need to find bridges that work
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The search is for models that are socially beneficial,
commercially viable and scalable

Scalable

Commercially
Viable

Socially
Beneficial

in 2011 a study undertaken by the Monitor Group supported by the
Business Trust and other organisations identified a range of models for
managing the relationship between SHFs and the market

Source: Monitor MBS study

The study focused on the small holder farmer aggregator because
there seemed to be unrealised potential

Research was conducted on 7 intermediaries in 4 countries
that purchase directly from SHF’s
and make the SHF’s viable for larger buyers

Source: Monitor MBS study
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Most models had a double digit income effect some from swiching
value chains others from providing value adding services.

While the greater the level of services provided the higher the income
effect for the clients SHFs – the margins were thin for all
intermediaries

While the greater the level of services provided the higher the income
effect for the clients SHFs – the margins were thin for all
intermediaries

Source: Monitor MBS study

The aggregator model appears to have the potential to facilitate
access to markets for small holder farmers

Aggregator

We think that the Community Private partnership
has similar potential for new land owners
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Community Private partnerships
• The apartheid space economy is characterised
by skewed land use and ownership patterns
• South Africa’s land reform programme is
designed to redress the loss of land by black
South Africans
• But we have a dilemma......

Dilemma: land reform is proceeding too slowly to
satisfy post – liberation expectations

'High time for SA land policy overhaul‘ JUSTINE GERARDY | ELGIN, SOUTH AFRICA - Aug 08
2010 06:38

Development indicators 2009

Dilemma: Transferred land is
no longer economically active
…….farms totaling 5.9 million hectares,

which were active and accruing revenue
for the state, were handed over to people.
and more than 90% of those farms are now
not functional. …... We cannot afford to go on

5.9m Ha is 59,000 sq km
50% larger than Switzerland
World Fact book

like that," Minister Gugile Nkwinti in an article
titled Massive farm failure in SA Times - Brendan
Boyle, Mar 2, 2010 10:27 PM
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Why
Is transferred land s no longer productive?
• Through the processes of colonialism and apartheid
communities lost - not only their land – bust access to
capital, skills, markets, networks, entrepreneurship...
• The restoration of land without access to capital and
skills leaves communities with what the Peruvian
Economist Hernando de Soto would call “dead capital”
(it is separated from the institutional architecture
required to put capital to use)
• The attempt to address this through various forms of
government provided “post settlement support” has
not been easy.

Challenges
• The challenge we face is to enable new land owners to become
effective participants in markets they have been excluded from for
generations.
• Various mechanisms have been and are being tried to achieve that
end. These focus on
• various types of government grant and
• various attempts to structure relationships with established market
participants such as the Co Management; Share Equity and Contract
Farming schemes described in the governments recent ReCap and Dev
Programme

• All of these schemes face the challenge of protecting community
rights while attracting capital and skills in a manner that provides
short term and long term benefits for the community
• Contract management schemes face the risk of the contracted
managers extracting a fee without having anything to lose if the
venture fails.
• Share equity and JV schemes generally place a burden of commercial
risk on the community that it cant bear. (including the risk of getting a
fair contract in the first place)

Community Private Partnership

• The Community Private Partnership was
designed to structure commercially viable
partnerships between Communal Property
Institutions and investors in a manner that:
– Capitalises on the finance and skills that investors
can bring; and
– Avoids the pitfalls that similar schemes have had
in the past.

Community needs and the CPP model

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Community needs
Retained ownership of land
Sustainable employment (recovery of
lost jobs and creation of additional
jobs)
– Preferential employment for
claimant community
Fair wages –
Reliable income
Access to fixed and working capital
– Fixed capital investment by partner
– Working capital provision by
partner
Fair deals
– Defined community benefit
– Acceptance of private sector return
Proper contracts
Opportunity to secure equity in
enterprise at later date

Elements

CPP

Land ownership

CPI

Operating Co
Ownership

By agreement

Capital Raising
& Risk

Investor

Operations
management

Arranged by
investor

Risk allocation

Commercial risk to
investor

Contract
negotiation

Independent

Community Private Partnership

• At the conclusion of its work the Business
Trust established a non profit company to try
to contribute to meeting these challenges.
• The Vumelana advisory Fund was established
to help communities to make their land
productive by establishing Community Private
Partnerships that are commercially attractive
and carefully structured to protect the
communities interests.

Three types of services are needed to structure productive relationships between
land owners and investors
Community support for
the transaction must be
developed and
maintained

Community

Community facilitation
services

Transaction advisory
services
A transaction must be
concluded between
the CPI and an
investor

Investor

CPI Admin
services
The ability of the CPI to
govern and manage its
affairs must be developed
and maintained

Communal
Property
Institution

The transaction must bring working capital and skills
and be structured to enhance value and develop
capacity

Vumelana was established to finance the acquisition of transaction advisory,
community facilitation and CPI admin services to structure viable partnerships

Applications for funding are invited from communities or government
departments, advisors or investors who know of communities needing to develop
their property.
Applications are reviewed on a competitive basis to identify those with the best
mix of need, potential commercial viability and capacity to honour their
commitments.
A cooperation agreement is signed with the community setting out the basis of
the relationship between the community and the Fund.
A transaction advisory team is contracted by the Fund to identify an investor and
structure an agreement in terms of which the community makes the land available
and the investor undertakes to finance and manage operations on the land.
A development agreement is signed between the community and the investor
The investor reimburses the fund for the costs incurred by the transaction
advisory team in putting the deal together.
Community Admin Support is provided with the reimbursed funds for a period of
two years.
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